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A18 RocketSpace

San Francisco-based 
RocketSpace commissioned 
fdcreative to design a new 
lighting scheme for their new 

campus. Working with LOM architects, 
fdcreative were tasked with designing 
a scheme that worked with the 
campus workspaces.

The Brief was to create a flexible 
work environment which included 
converting the loading bay into a 
double-height state-of-the-art event 
space, and the former cash vault into 
a lounge and games room. With no 
natural light at basement level the 
lighting designs challenge was to 
create a consistent feel throughout. 

The former vault was lit using 
a mixture of decorative pendants 
located over seating areas to create 
an intimate and relaxing space. In 
addition surface mounted downlights, 
linear LED wall washers and table 
lamps were used to create an 
environment reminiscent of the John 
Le Carre novel ‘Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, 
Spy.’ With dimmed lighting creating 
the desired mood providing emphasis 
on the soft seating areas.

The RocketSpace brand was also 
emphasised in the reception area, 
fdcreative used linear LED pendants 
to create even lighting. Surface 
mounted LED downlights were used, 
along with a huge bespoke linear 
pendant, perfect for the large open 
plan space. All lighting was Dali 
dimmable using the Lygo lighting 
control system. 

The double height auditorium 
featured linear LED pendants 

New lighting design for RocketSpace by fdcreative.

which provided general lighting, 
low level recessed step lights and 
television quality lighting units. 
fdcreative worked with the Services 
Engineers Troup Bywaters and Anders 
Engineering Partnership to ensure 
the system provided the best 
possible solution for each 
requirement as the lighting had 
to work in a variety of ways and 
integrate seamlessly with the audio 
visual and television system.

Another challenge for fdcreative 
was the lighting for the reception 
desk; this was difficult as there was 
no actual ceiling directly above. 
Therefore, fdcreative introduced high 
powered LED directional spot lights 
to the underside of the stair structure.

fdcreative also designed the 
external lighting to the pedestrian 
walkway. Small discrete LED up 
lights was used to provide a gentle 
wash of light to the building façade. 
Linear LED slot lights set in a random 
pattern were used to provide light as 
well as visual interest. 
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Surface mounted LED 
downlights were used, along 
with a huge bespoke linear 

pendant, perfect for the large 
open plan space. 

All lighting was Dali 
dimmable using the Lygo 
lighting control system. 


